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CO2 freezing point: -78.5ºC (-109ºF); ”dry ice”

Increased distance from Sun ->

--->

---> Range: -143 to 35ºC



The Good Greenhouse

Main effects pre-Greenhouse: Distance from Sun & Albedo



Vertical temperature structures

No ozone layer over Mars allows more powerful UV rays to reach its surface (e.g. 
of a consequence, water molecules broken up).



More elliptical orbit than Earth
(Mars 1.381-1.666 AU; Earth 0.983-1.015)

Axial tilt: 25.19º (similar to Earth as is the day length)

https://phys.org/news/2015-12-mars-earth.html#:~:text=Mars's%20axial%20tilt%20is%20very,of%20Earth%20(see%20below).

The tilt varies much more than Earth’s over hundreds of thousands of years (0 to 60º) 
(only 2.5º but over 40,000 years for Earth); when greater tilt = greater seasonal changes

1 Mars year =
687 Earth days



Big Discovery:
Frozen CO2 and water (mostly) ice on S Pole!

From Mars Global Surveyor
If all Martian water melted, an ocean of 10 m depth would cover the planet!



Ice!



Martian Weather
Large to small scales

Dust devil (from Spirit rover)(Hubble Space Telescope)

Cycling (e.g., vaporization) of CO2 gas 
results in strong winds.  Temperature 
gradients big factor for winds on Earth.



Mars losing its atmosphere!
Climate Change

Observations from the MAVEN spacecraft support this hypothesis.
Mars is simply too small to maintain internal heat to have developed like Earth (less 
outgassing).  Also less gravity (to keep atmosphere) and too far from the Sun.



Note cirrus clouds.  Water ice or CO2 ice? (Pic from Curiosity rover)

Why red?  Oxygen from broken apart water molecules (due to UV rays) reacts with rock (rust).

Latest news: https://www.meteorologicaltechnologyinternational.com/news/nasa-reveals-
details-of-first-weather-report-from-mars-perseverance-rover.html

Data: https://mars.nasa.gov/msl/weather/, https://mars.nasa.gov/mars2020/weather/

Summary

https://www.meteorologicaltechnologyinternational.com/news/nasa-reveals-details-of-first-weather-report-from-mars-perseverance-rover.html
https://mars.nasa.gov/msl/weather/
https://mars.nasa.gov/mars2020/weather/


Summary cont.

• “In short, compared to Earth, Mars is a pretty 
small, dry, cold, and dusty planet. It has 
comparatively low gravity, very little 
atmosphere and no breathable air. And the 
years are also mighty long, almost twice that 
of Earth, in fact. However, the planet does 
have its fair share of water (albeit mostly in ice 
form), has seasonal cycles similar to Earth, and 
a day that is almost as long.” – Phys.org


